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Abstract: This paper presents a modification of the modal-based ground motion selection (MGMS)
method for improving the reliability of the nonlinear response time history analysis (NLRHA) of
reinforced concrete (RC) shear wall structures. The original MGMS procedure quantified the impact of
frequency content combinations in the time domain (FCCTD) of input ground motions (IGMs) on the
seismic response of building structures using the level of interaction of the first three modes induced
by IGMs. However, previous research found that the first two modes have far larger modal mass
coefficients than those of higher modes and dominate the vibration of the RC shear wall structures
with a symmetric plan. Therefore, the MGMS procedure should be modified by employing the
interaction of the first two modes induced by IGMs to properly account for the effect of the FCCTD
of IGMs on the seismic response of structures. In the MGMS procedure for RC shear wall structures,
seven IGMs that caused the most significant interactions of the first two modes were selected from a
suite of twenty seed IGMs, which were chosen with a conventional spectra-matching-based IGMs
selection procedure for the NLRHA of the structure. A comprehensive case study involving three
RC shear walls with different heights was conducted to investigate the capability of the MGMS
in selecting suitable IGMs for the NLRHA of RC shear wall structures. Sets of seed IGMs were
selected, adopting conditional mean spectra and design spectra as the target spectra. It was found
that the seismic demands computed using MGMS selected IGMs can ensure a more reliable and
reasonable computation of seismic demands compared with conventional spectra-matching-based
IGMs selection methods.

Keywords: nonlinear response time history analysis; reinforced concrete shear wall structure; modal-
based ground motion selection; frequency contents combination in the time domain; dominated mode

1. Introduction

Tall buildings in moderate and high seismicity regions extensively adopt reinforced
concrete (RC) shear wall structures to resist lateral loads because of their remarkable
seismic performance. Owing to the increased seismic risk, accurate computation of the
seismic demand is crucial to the seismic design of RC shear wall structures. The most
precise method in computing seismic demands of building structures is the nonlinear
response time history analysis (NLRHA) method. Still, the reliability and reasonability
of the NLRHA are limited by the representative input ground motions (IGMs) because of
the extreme uncertainty and contingency of earthquake events [1–5]. The available IGM
selection procedures [6–9] firstly evaluate local geological features and basic properties of
the IGMs [10–15] to ensure these features of IGMs fulfil the requirement of the site. Then,
the selection procedures adopt various spectra matching techniques to modify IGMs to
provide the response spectra IGMs that match closely with the target spectrum [16].
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In the past two decades, plenty of research efforts have been made in developing
spectra-matching-based IGM selection procedures for selecting and scaling proper IGMs
for the NLRHA of building structures [17–28]. However, the structural seismic demand is
affected by the peak modal responses and the modal response combinations in the time
domain, which is determined by the frequency contents combinations in the frequency
domain (FCCFD) and time-domain (FCCTD) of IGMs, respectively [29]. For high-rise
buildings, the peak modal responses and modal response combinations in the time domain
are of the same importance to the seismic demand of the building structure. The response
spectrum of IGMs quantifies the effect of FCCFD of IGMs. Thus, most of the available
IGMs selection procedures that employ spectra matching techniques can only consider
the impact of FCCFD of IGMs. The research of Wang [20] and Anajafi [24] showed that
even if the individual records are tightly matched to the target spectrum, the record to
record variability in the inelastic structural responses might be still noticeable. Moreover,
Anajafi and Medina [24] also illustrated that the record-to-record variability in higher-mode
dominated responses is very sensitive to the value of the target damping. These findings
highlighted the shortcoming of the spectral matching technique.

Recently, a modal-based ground motion selection (MGMS) procedure was developed
by Liu et al. [30] to consider the effect of FCCTD of IGMs in IGM selection. In the MGMS
procedure, the impact of FCCTD of IGMs on the seismic demand of structures is quantified
with the interaction of the first three modes. The MGMS procedure’s capability to select
more reasonable IGMs for the NLRHA of structures has been proved for frame structures.
At the same time, the deflection profile of the wall and frame structures is flexural and
shear profiles, respectively, when the structures are subjected to the action of lateral load.
Different deflection profiles of the wall and frame structures indicate different structural
behavior [31,32]. The contribution of the seismic response of dominated modes to the final
seismic demand shall also be different. Therefore, the capability of the MGMS procedure
in improving the reliability of the NLHRA of RC shear wall structures is not guaranteed.

In this paper, the MGMS procedure is modified to take the modal response charac-
teristics of RC shear wall structures into account in selecting IGMs for the NLRHA of the
structure. In the MGMS procedure for wall structures, selected IGMs can induce the most
significant interaction of the first two dominated modes, of which the modal mass coeffi-
cients are larger than the sum of modal mass coefficients of all the higher-order modes. A
comprehensive case study was conducted on three RC shear wall structures with different
heights. Seed IGMs were selected and scaled, with target spectra being conditional mean
spectra [33] and ASCE 7 design spectra [6] to investigate the reliability and reasonability
of the MGMS procedure when the target spectra vary. The results show that the MGMS
procedure can effectively and consistently select suitable IGMs for the NLRHA of RC shear
wall structures.

This paper has six sections, and the first section presents the background introduction,
research significance and structure of the paper. Section 2 first provides the basic infor-
mation on the MGMS procedure and discusses why modifications should be made to the
selection procedure to ensure a more reasonable selection of IGMs for the NLRHA of RC
shear wall structures. Then, Section 2 presents details about the proposed MGMS procedure
for RC shear structures. Section 3 shows detailed information on a comprehensive case
study, including structural prototypes, seed IGMs and IGM selection for the NLRHA of RC
shear wall structures. Section 4 presents the NLRHA results adopting IGMs of different
selection methods and discussions. Section 5 summarizes the findings of the paper and
draws conclusions based on the findings. Appendix A provides details of the RC shear
wall structures and seed IGMs.
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2. Modal-Based Ground Motion Selection Procedure for RC Shear Wall Structures
2.1. Original Modal-Based Ground Motion Selection Procedure

The structural dynamics theory is firstly adopted to demonstrate the effect of IGMs
on the peak modal responses and modal response combinations in the time domain. The
equation of motion of a multi-degree-of-freedom system under the IGM is expressed as [29]

m
..
u + c

.
u + ku = −mi

..
ug(t) (1)

where u is story displacements vector, k, c and m stand for the stiffness, damping and mass
matrices, respectively, and i is the influence vector.

..
ug(t) is the acceleration history of the

input ground motion. As the loading history does not affect the independence of the lateral
force, the solution of Equation (1) can be expressed as:

u(t) =
N

∑
n=1

un(t) =
N

∑
n=1

ΓnφnDn(t) =
N

∑
n=1

ΓnφnDnan(t) (2)

where
Γn =

Ln

Mn
, Ln = φT

n mi and Mn = φT
n mφn (3)

and un(t) is the displacement history of nth mode; φn is the mode shape of nth vibration
mode, and N is the total number of mode; Γn is the modal participating factor; Mn is the
generalised mass of mode n; Ln is the modal excitation factor of mode n; Dn(t) is the top
displacement time history the ESDOF of nth mode; Dn is the peak displacement of the
ESDOF of nth mode; an(t) = Dn(t)

Dn
is the normalized top displacement time history of

nth mode.
It is clear from Equation (2) that the seismic demand of tall buildings is determined by

both peak modal response Dn, and modal response combination in the time domain an(t).
The Dn and an(t) are of the same importance when the higher-mode effect is significant.
Spectrum matching-based IGM selecting and scaling procedures only ensure that the value
of Dn fulfils specific requirements but ignores the impact of an(t) on the structural seismic
demand, resulting in significant variations in the computed seismic demand [20,21,24].

Driven by the need to take the effect of FCCTD of IGMs on the structural seismic
demand into account in the selection of IGMs and improve the reliability of NLRHA, the
modal-based ground motion selection (MGMS) procedure [30] was developed. The MGMS
procedure selects seven IGMs that lead to the most severe interaction of the first three modes
from a group of twenty seed IGMs, primarily obtained through the common two-step
IGMs selection method. A previous study has shown that with reasonable consideration of
the effect of FCCTD of IGMs, the MGMS procedure can select more reasonable IGMs for
the NLRHA of frame structures.

2.2. Proposed Modal-Based Ground Motion Selection Procedure for RC Shear Wall Structures

The modal mass coefficient αn, which can be calculated using Equation (4), is the
primary factor that affects the number of modes considered in the MGMS procedure.

αn =
me f f

∑N
i=1 mj

=
1

∑N
i=1 mj

L2
n

Mn
(4)

For most structures with symmetric plane arrangements, the sum of modal mass
coefficients of the first three modes is higher than 90% [29]. Thus, the MGMS included
the first three modes to account for the effect of IGMs on the multi-mode interaction.
At the same time, it is found that for RC shear wall structures with a symmetric plan,
the modal mass coefficients of the first two modes are larger than the sum of the modal
mass coefficients of the higher-order modes [31,34]. At the same time, the modal mass
coefficients of other higher modes are smaller than the sum of the modal mass coefficients
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of the higher-order modes. The relations of the modal mass coefficients of RC shear wall
structures with a symmetric plan can be expressed as:

αi ≥∑N
i+1 αn for i = 1, 2 (5)

αi < ∑N
i+1 αn for i = 3, 4, . . . , N − 2 (6)

The large modal mass coefficient values of the first two modes show the overwhelming
domination of the first two modes in the vibration of the RC shear wall structures. Thus,
considering the effect of IGMs on the interaction of the first two dominated modes is more
reasonable in selecting IGMs for the NLRHA of RC shear walls with a symmetric plan.
Otherwise, the higher-order mode effect will be exaggerated in the IGM selection, and the
reliability of the NLRHA of shear wall structures will be affected.

Accounting for the domination of the first two modes in the vibration of the RC
shear wall structures, the MGMS procedure was modified by considering the first two
modes’ interaction in the IGMs selection. After selecting twenty seed IGMs through a
spectrum-matching procedure, the NL-ESDOFs of the first two modes were developed
through the modal pushover analysis procedure:

(1). Apply lateral force whose distribution is mφn, where n = 1, 2, to the structure sepa-
rately, and generate two sets of curves of base shear-roof displacement (Vbn − urn).
Convert the (Vbn − urn) curves to bilinear curves.

(2). Transfer the (Vbn − urn) bilinear curves to the (Fsn/Ln − Dn) pushover curves of the
NL-ESDOFs using Equation (7):

Fsn

Ln
=

Vbn
M∗n

and Dn =
urn

Γnφrn
(7)

(3). The vibration period of NL-ESDOFs can be calculated as:

T∗n = 2π

√
LnDny

Fsny
and Dny =

urny

Γnφrn
(8)

(4). Develop the NL-ESDOFs model using the base shear-top displacement relations of
(Fsn/Ln − Dn) curves and T∗n as the vibration period of NL-ESDOFs.

After obtaining the model of the NL-ESDOFs, NLRHA of NL-ESDOFs are conducted
with twenty seed IGMs to compute the roof displacement time histories and the peak
absolute roof displacement of the NL-ESDOFs ujn(tk) and ûjn = max

tk∈T0

∣∣ujn(tk)
∣∣. Where

n = 1, 2, is the mode ID; j = 1, 2, . . . , 20, is the ID of the seed IGMs; tk is the time point
within the duration of the IGM j, Tj0. The level of multi-mode interaction caused by IGM j
was then quantified by the combination factor β j, which is the largest value of the factor
β jk that establishes the following inequalities simultaneously for all tk ∈ Tj0:(∣∣uj1(tk)

∣∣ ≥ |Γ1|β jkûj1

)
(9)(∣∣uj2(tk)

∣∣ ≥ β jkûj2

)
(10)

The β j shall range from 0 to 1/|Γ1|. If β j equals to 0, it means that under the action
of motion j, at least one dominated mode does not contribute to the seismic response of
the wall structures for all tk ∈ Tj0. On the other hand, if β j equals 1/|Γ1|, the first mode
reaches the largest roof displacement, and the second mode has roof displacement just
below the largest value simultaneously for at least one time point within the duration of
IGM j. These two cases are sporadic when the wall structures are subjected to natural
earthquakes. The MGMS procedure then selects seven IGMs with the largest value of β j to
carry out NLRHA of the full RC wall structure model. The average demands of NLRHA
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adopting the 7 MGMS-selected IGMs are the seismic demand of the RC wall structure. The
procedure of selecting IGMs with the MGMS procedure for RC shear wall structures with a
symmetric building plan is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Flowchart of MGMS procedure of wall structures.

3. Case Study
3.1. Structure Prototype

In the case study, three RC shear walls, namely W1, W2 and W3, with story numbers of
8, 20 and 30, respectively, were studied. These three wall structures were all modified from
the 8-story RC shear walls in the FEMA-440 [34]. Detailed information of design procedure
of the RC shear walls can be found in [34,35]. The elevation and the reinforcement details
of the three RC shear wall structure models can be found in Appendix A. The assumed
gravity load for each story was 1468 kN for the 8-story wall structure and 2348.48 kN for
the 20-story and 30-story shear wall structures.

The SAP 2000 Software nonlinear version [36] was employed to model the RC shear
wall structures. The direct integration method adopting Wilson-θ algorithm was used
to conduct NLRHA of wall structures, and the value of θ was set to be 1.4 to ensure the
convergence of the integration algorithm. Grade 60 steel rebar was adopted for the W1
and W2, and Grade 75 steel rebar was adopted for W3. The yield strength of the Grade 60
and Grade 75 steel rebar is 413.7 MPa and 517.1 MPa, respectively. The Park parametric
stress-strain relation was employed to model the nonlinear property of the steel rebar. The
concrete property was modeled adopting the Mander concrete stress–strain curve. The
unconfined concrete has a specified compressive strength of 27.6 MPa for W1 and W2
and 34.4 MPa for W3. The steel and concrete hysteresis behavior was modeled using the
kinematic and concrete hysteresis models [36], respectively.

A multi-layer shell element was used to model the shear walls. In all the wall models,
only the flexural inelasticity of shear walls was modeled, and the shear deformation of
walls was set to be elastic since it was assumed that walls have sufficient shear strength.
Table 1 summarizes the properties of the first five modes of the wall structures, where
it is found that the modal mass coefficients of all the RC shear wall structures fulfill the
relations of Equations (5) and (6) simultaneously, and the first two modes dominate the
structural response of all the wall structures.
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Table 1. Modal properties of shear wall structures.

NO.
Mode

1 2 3 4 5
T (s) α T (s) α T (s) α T (s) α T (s) α

W1 0.625 0.680 0.127 0.200 0.061 0.045 0.047 0.009 0.041 0.016
W2 1.830 0.642 0.341 0.205 0.145 0.060 0.090 0.027 0.066 0.015
W3 2.392 0.630 0.436 0.200 0.182 0.064 0.110 0.031 0.079 0.020

In this study, 5% Rayleigh damping was assigned to the first and third modes to model
the inherent damping of the structure. A few studies in the past [37–39] illustrated that this
approach could result in fictitiously large damping forces, which underestimated the first-
mode and higher-mode dominated responses. These studies proposed solutions to mitigate
this shortcoming. Future studies should also consider alternative approaches proposed in
the literature for modelling the viscous damping of the structure and investigate the effect
of modelling damping on record-to-record variabilities.

3.2. Characteristics of the Seed IGMs

The target spectra for selecting and scaling the seed IGMs are conditional mean spectra
(CMSs) and the ASCE 7 design spectra (DSs). Two DSs were constructed using two suites of
parameters to consider different intensity levels. Table 2 summarizes the design parameters
for the construction of the DSs.

Table 2. Design parameters of the ASCE design spectra.

Spectrum No. Sds (g) Sd1 (g) TL (s)

DS 1 1.00 0.75 12
DS 2 1.20 0.85 10

Note: Sds and Sd1 are spectral accelerations at 0.2 s and 1 s, respectively. TL is the transition period of the
long-period.

For wall structure Wn (n = 1, 2, 3), two CMSs, namely Wn CMS 1 and Wn CMS 2, was
constructed adopting the fundamental mode of the structure T1 of Wn as the conditional
period. Thus, overall six CMSs have been built. The Abrahamson–Silva-Kamai model,
Boore–Stewart–Seyhan–Atkinson, Campbell–Bozorgnia, and Chiou–Youngs models were
adopted to construct CMSs. Each target CMS is the average spectrum of CMSs built with
the four ground motion models mentioned above using the same construction conditions.
The moment magnitude was 8.5 and 9.0 for Wn CMS 1 and Wn CMS 2, respectively. The
fault type is a strike-slip fault, and the distance from the site to the rupture plane is not
less than 12 km. The Vs30 of site soil is the average shear velocity of top 30 m site soil and
is assumed to be 400 m/s. Therefore, the site is classified as Class C of NEHRP. Detailed
information for constructing the CMS are summarizes in Table 3, and the target CMSs and
DSs are shown in Figure 2. It is seen from Figure 2 that CMSs built with the exact moment
magnitude, but different conditioning periods are identical.

Table 3. Conditions for the construction of the CMSs.

Conditional
Mean Spectrum

Conditioning
Period

Moment
Magnitude

Distance to
Rupture Plane Vs30

W1 CMS 1 0.625 s
8.5

≥12 km 400 m/s

W2 CMS 1 1.830 s
W3 CMS 1 2.391 s
W1 CMS 2 0.625 s

9.0W2 CMS 2 1.830 s
W3 CMS 2 2.391 s
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A set of twenty seed IGMs were selected and scaled from the strong ground motion
database of the Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research Centre (PEER) [40], concerning
each target spectrum. Therefore, eight sets of seed IGMs were selected. The criteria for
the IGMs selection were: (1) the soil type of the site is class C of NEHRP for all the IGMs;
(2) the distance from the recording stations to the epicentre should be not less than 12 km;
(3) the range of moment magnitudes of earthquake events for all the IGMs is 6.5 to 9.0.

To ensure the response spectra of selected IGMs fit well with the target spectra, the
average computed weighted mean squared error (MSE) between the response spectrum of
each IGMs and target spectrum was minimized. When selecting and scaling seed IGMs for
motion sets 1 and 2 with respect to the DSs, the scale factor has a value range of 1.0 to 5.0,
and the weight value of 1.0 is set for periods ranging from 0.1 s to 5.0 s in the computation
of MSE. The scale factor value ranges from 3.0 to 5.0 for motion sets 3–8, whose IGMs were
selected and scaled with respect to CMS [41]. When minimizing the MSE for motion sets
3–8, the weight value is set to be 1.0 for from 0.2 T1 to 2 T1, where T1 is the conditioning
period for the target CMS. Detailed criteria for the scaling of IGMs are listed in Table 4.
Detailed information on the seed IGMs is provided in Appendix A.

Table 4. IGMs scaling criteria.

Motion Set Target
Spectrum Scaling Factor The Period Range for

Minimizing the MSE
Structures

Adopted for

1 DS 1 1.0–5.0 1.0 s–5.0 s W1, W2, W3
2 DS 2 1.0–5.0 1.0 s–5.0 s W1, W2, W3
3 W1 CMS 1 3.0–5.0 0.125 s–1.250 s W1
4 W1 CMS 2 3.0–5.0 0.125 s–1.250 s W1
5 W2 CMS 1 3.0–5.0 0.366 s–3.660 s W2
6 W2 CMS 2 3.0–5.0 0.366 s–3.660 s W2
7 W3 CMS 1 3.0–5.0 0.478 s–4.781 s W3
8 W3 CMS 2 3.0–5.0 0.478 s–4.781 s W3

3.3. IGM Selection for the NLRHA of RC Shear Wall Structures

To investigate the capability of the MGMS on selecting more proper IGMs for the
NLRHA of RC shear wall structures, two spectra-matching-based IGM selection methods
were employed to select IGMs from the seed motion sets. These two IGM selection
procedures are uniformly weighted closest spectra matching procedure (UW-CM), which is
widely used in the research and engineering practice, and variably weighted closest spectra
matching procedure (VW-CM), which was recently developed in [28]. The UW-CM selects
seven IGMs that have the lowest MSE, for which the weight value is 1.0 for all the period
points within the period range of 0.2 Tl and 2 Tl, between the response spectra of the IGMs
and target spectrum. The VW-CM method also selects seven IGMs with the lowest MSE.
Still, the weight value for different periods varies to take into account the contribution of
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the different modes to the structural seismic responses. The VW-CM method calculates the
MSE of motion j with the following equation:

MSEVW
j =

n

∑
i=1

αi ∑
0.5(Ti+1+Ti)or1.5T1
T=0.5(Ti+1+Ti)

(
Saj(T)− St

a(T)
)2

∑n
i=1 αi

 (11)

where Saj(T) and St
a(T) are the spectrum acceleration value of motion j and target spectrum,

respectively; Ti is period of ith mode; αi is the modal mass coefficient of ith mode; n is the
number of modes that ensure the sum of modal mass coefficients is not less than 90%.

Since the whole set of seed IGMs have similar response spectra and the broadest range
of FCCTD, the mean seismic demand of NLRHA with the entire set of seed IGMs is the
most reliable seismic demand. Thus, in this study, the mean seismic demand computed
with all the seed IGMs of the set was employed as the reference seismic demand, and the
average spectrum of IGMs of the whole motion set was adopted as the target spectrum,
when adopting CM procedures to select IGMs from each seed motion set. The mean seismic
demands from NLRHA with IGMs selected with different IGM selection methods were
compared to investigate the rationality of the selected IGMs. NLRHA with motion sets
1 and 2 were conducted for all the shear wall structures. IGMs of sets 3–8 were adopted
for the NLRHA of wall structures whose fundamental mode period is the same as the
conditioning period of the target CMS of the set. Table 4 summarizes the motion sets for
the NLHRA of different wall structures.

It is known from the selection process that the MGMS procedure ensures that the
response spectra of the selected IGMs match well with the mean spectrum of the set, and the
chosen IGMs can cause the most significant interaction of the first two dominated modes.
Although both UW-CM and VW-CM procedures ensure that the response spectra of the
selected IGMs match best with the mean spectrum of the set, the VW-CM considers the
different contributions of modes to the seismic response of structures. The mean spectra of
the twenty seed IGMs of the set (symbolized as Mean-20), mean spectra of MGMS selected
IGMs (symbolized as MGMS-Wn), mean spectra of UW-CM-selected IGMs (symbolized as
UW-CM-Wn) and mean spectra of VW-CM-selected IGMs (symbolized as VW-CM-Wn)
are presented in Appendix A.

4. Results and Discussions
4.1. Comparison of the Results of MGMS Procedures

Figure 3 presents the seismic demands of wall structure W2 under motion set 6 adopting
IGMs selected by MGMS procedures with and without considering the modal response
characteristics of the RC shear wall structures, which is denoted as 2-mode and 3-mode,
respectively. In Figure 3, the mean demands of the NLRHA with the whole set of IGMs
are plotted and marked as “Mean”. The presented MGMS procedure for RC shear wall
structures, considering modal response characteristics of shear wall structures, selected
seven IGMs that induced the most significant interaction of the first two modes from
the seed IGMs set. The original MGMS procedure that does not take modal response
characteristics of the RC shear wall structures into account selected seven IGMs that caused
the most significant interaction of the first three modes for the NLRHA of the shear wall
structures following the procedure in Reference [30].

It is found that no matter whether the modal response characteristics of the shear
walls were considered, the MGMS procedures can select proper IGMs for the NLRHA of
the structure and seismic demands by both MGMS procedures are close to the benchmark
demands. It is also noticed that IGMs selected by the MGMS procedure considers the
modal response characteristics of the RC shear walls led to a more accurate computation
of most of the seismic demands since the seismic demands approximated the benchmark
demand better. The more reliable computed seismic demand shows the necessity and
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rationality of considering the modal response characteristics of shear wall structures in
selecting IGMs with the MGMS procedure.
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4.2. Comparison of Seismic Demands by Different IGM Selection Procedures

Figures 4–7 present the floor displacements, inter-story drift ratio, shear force, and
bending moment computed by the IGMs from motion sets 2. The mean seismic demands
of the set plus and minus one standard deviation of the demands, denoted as Mean + σ

and Mean − σ, are also plotted. It is clear from Figures 4–7 that the ratio of one standard
deviation of seismic deformation to the mean deformation is much larger than that of
seismically induced force. As a result, the seismic deformation is more sensitive to the
variation of IGMs, compared with seismically induced force.
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As shown in Figure 4, the IGMs selected by the MGMS procedure and CM procedures
caused a less and more conservative prediction of the floor displacement for all the stories
of W1, respectively. Displacement calculated with UW-CM selected IGMs matched the
best with the mean displacement of the set. When calculating the floor displacement of
W2, NLRHA with IGMs chosen by all the selection methods led to an overestimated floor
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displacement. Still, the displacement by the MGMS-IGMs approximates the reference
displacement the best. Floor displacement of W3 under motion set 2 calculated by IGMs
selected by all the selection procedures is conservative. The displacements of MGMS-IGMs
and VW-CM-IGMs are similar and close to the benchmark displacement.

Considering the inter-story drift ratio of W1, the UW-CM selected IGMs led to the
most reliable computation of the drift ratio, although the drift ratio computed with UW-
CM-IGMs is conservation. The MGMS selected IGMs and VW-CM selected IGMs induced
an under- and overestimation of the inter-story drift ratio of W1, respectively. The results of
the MGMS-IGMs are closer to the mean drift ratio of the set. As for W2 and W3, inter-story
drift ratios were overestimated by IGMs selected by all the IGM selection methods, but
those computed with the MGMS-IGMs matched the best with the reference drift ratio.
Comparing the inter-story drift ratio of W2 and W3 calculated by the CM procedures,
the results from NLRHA with VW-CM selected IGMs have better approximations to the
benchmark drift ratio.

It can be found in Figures 7 and 8 that IGMs of MGMS and both CM procedures could
ensure shear force and bending moment of all the RC shear wall structures approximate
the reference forces well in the upper floors. For shear force at lower stories, the UW-CM
selected IGMs, VW-CM selected IGMs and MGMS-selected IGMs led to the most reliable
computation of shear force of W1, W2 and W3, respectively. The bending moment of W1 at
lower stories computed with UW-CM-IGMs is the closest to the reference bending moment,
and the bending moment of W2 and W3 at lower floors from NLRHA with MGMS-IGMs
has the best approximation to the mean moment of the set.
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By comparing the seismically induced deformation and force of the wall structures
under motion set 2, it is found that both MGMS procedure and CM procedures can select
IGMs that ensure the seismic demands close to the mean demands of NLRHA with IGMs
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of the whole motion set. Additionally, MGMS-IGMs tend to provide a more reliable
estimation of the seismic demands than CM procedures selected IGMs.

4.3. Comparison of the Deviation of the Computed Demands

The deviation between the seismic demands by different IGM selection procedures
and the benchmark demands was calculated to quantitatively compare the reliability and
reasonability of the seismic demands of NLRHA with a diverse selection of IGMs. The
deviation δ

ij
N shows the relative difference between the benchmark demands of motion

set j and demands computed using IGMs from IGM selection method N at the ith story,
respectively, which are calculated as:

δ
ij
N =

∣∣∣∣∣d
ij
N − dij

dij

∣∣∣∣∣× 100% (12)

where N is the IGM selection methods, namely the MGMS method, UW-CM method and
VW-CM method; dij

N is the i-th story’s seismic demands calculated using IGMs selected by
method N for motion set j; dij is the benchmark demands ith story for motion set j, which
are the means demand of NLRHA with all IGMs of the set.

The statistics of the deviations are presented using box plots in Figure 8. Deviations
of MGMS procedure and CM procedures are compared for motion sets containing seed
IGMs selected and scaled concerning design spectra and conditional mean spectra. For
each plot, the highest and lowest edges of the cirrus stand for the largest and lowest
deviation. The horizontal axial value of the line inside the box is the mean deviation.
The horizontal axial values of the upper and lower box edges are the deviation value of
75th and 25th percentiles, respectively. The mean deviation value shows the reliability
of the IGM selection procedure. Additionally, as the smaller the difference between the
75th percentile deviation and 25th percentile deviation (75th-25th deviation difference) is,
the trend of distribution of computed seismic demands along the height of the structure
is closer to that of the benchmark seismic demands. Therefore, the 75th-25th deviation
difference reveals the reasonability of the IGMs selected by the different selection methods.

Comparing the mean deviation of the seismic demands, it is evident that the MGMS-
IGMs and VW-CM-IGMs can achieve a much lower mean deviation than that of the
UW-CM selected IGMs, except for computing shear forces with IGMs selected with DSs
being the target spectra. Therefore, the reliability of NLRHA with UW-CM-IGMs is lower
than that of NLRHA with IGMs chosen by the other two IGM selection methods. The mean
deviation of seismic deformation, including inter-story drift ratio and floor displacement,
by MGMS-IGMs and VW-CM-IGMs is similar when using the DS as the target spectra.
Meanwhile, a more than 27% lower mean deviation of seismic deformation by IGMs
selected by MGMS procedure is noticed when selecting and scaling IGMs referring to
CMSs. Considering the seismically induced forces, the MGMS selected IGMs, and the
VW-CM selected IGMs have a higher mean deviation of shear force and bending moment,
respectively, but the difference is insignificant.

The 75th-25th deviation difference of most seismic demands of the UW-CM method
is much higher than that of MGMS and VW-CM methods, indicating lower reasonability
of the UW-CM selected IGMs. Comparing the 75th-25th deviation difference of seismic
deformation of the VW-CM and MGMS methods, it is found that the deviation difference of
the MGMS procedure is over 38% and 54% lower than that of the VW-CM method when the
target spectrum is DSs and CMSs, respectively. Compared with the VW-CM method, the
MGMS procedure tends to have a slightly lower and higher 75th-25th deviation difference
of seismically induced forces, when the target spectra for selecting and scaling the IGMs
are DSs and CMs, respectively.

Based on the comparison of deviation of the computed demands, it is clear that
considering the modal contribution in the IGM selection procedure, the VW-CM procedure
can select more reliable and reasonable IGMs, compared with the UW-CM procedure.
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Compared with the VW-CM procedure, the MGMS procedure for RC shear wall structures
can achieve a noticeable lower mean deviation and 75th-25th deviation difference of the
seismic deformation while having a similar mean deviation and deviation difference of the
seismically induced forces. Meanwhile, it is seen in Figure 8 that the seismically induced
force is less sensitive to the variation of the IGMs and the seismic deformation is the control
seismic demand in the seismic design and analysis of building structures. Therefore,
selecting IGMs with MGMS procedure could considerably improve the reliability and
reasonability of the NLRHA of RC shear wall structures.

5. Conclusions

This paper presents a modification on the modal-based ground motion selection
(MGMS) procedure for more proper consideration of the modal response characteristics
of the RC shear wall structures in the input ground motions (IGMs) selection procedure.
The first two modes dominated the dynamic behaviour of most shear wall structures
with a symmetric plan. Therefore, the proposed MGMS procedure for the wall structures
considers the impact of frequency contents combinations in the time domain (FCCTD) of
IGMs on the seismic demand of building structures with the interaction of the first two
modes. The capability of the MGMS in selecting more proper IGMs for the NLRHA of RC
shear wall structures was verified with a comprehensive case study, where three reinforced
concrete shear wall structures with different heights are studied. The conditional mean
spectra (CMSs) and ASCE 7-16 design spectra (DSs) were adopted to select eight overall
sets of twenty seed IGMs. Mean seismic demands of the RC shear walls computed using
the whole set of seed IGMs were employed as the reference demands for the comparison.
Two spectrum-matching based IGM selection methods that select IGMs whose response
spectra have the closest matching concerning the mean spectrum of the set were adopted to
investigate the MGMS procedure’s capability to improve the reliability and reasonability of
the NLRHA. These two IGM selection procedures are uniformly weighted closest spectra
matching procedure (UW-CM) and variably weighted closest spectra matching procedure
(VW-CM). From the comparison of the results, the following conclusions can be drawn:

1. Considering the modal response characteristics of RC shear wall structures, the MGMS
procedure for shear wall structures presented led to a more reliable computation of
seismic demands than the original version of the MGMS procedure.

2. Compared with the CM procedure with uniformly weight value for all the period
points in computing difference between the response spectra of IGMs and mean
spectra of the set (UW-CM), the CM procedure adopting variable weight value (VW-
CM) procedure can ensure a more reliable and reasonable computation of seismic
demands of RC shear wall structures.

3. Compared with the VW-CM procedure, the presented MGMS procedure could notice-
ably improve the reliability and reasonability of the computed seismic deformation,
including the floor displacement and inter-story drift ratio, and achieve similar relia-
bility and reasonability in calculating the seismically induced force.

4. Since the MGMS procedure just requires conducting NLRHA of equivalent single-
degree-of-freedom systems, the computational consumption is minor. Taking ad-
vantage of high efficiency and great effectiveness in improving the reliability and
reasonability of the NLRHA, the MGMS is an excellent supplement to the seismic
design codes of practice’s IGM selection procedure for the NLRHA of wall structures.
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Nomenclature

The following acronyms and symbols are used in this paper.

CMS Conditional mean spectrum i Influence vector

CM-UW
Uniformly weighted closest spectra

Ln Modal excitation factor of mode n
matching procedure

CM-VW
Variably weighted closest spectra

m, c and k Mass, damping, and stiffness matrices
matching procedure

DS design spectrum Mn Generalized mass of mode n

FCCFD
Frequency contents combination Saj(T)

Spectrum acceleration value of motion j
in the frequency domain at period T

FCCTD
Frequency contents combination

St
a(T)

Spectrum acceleration value of target
in the time domain spectra at period T

IDR Inter-story drift ratio Sd1 Design spectrum acceleration at 1.0 s
IGMs Input ground motions Sds Design spectrum acceleration at 0.2 s

MGMS Modal-based ground motion selection tk
Any time point within the duration
of IGM

MSE
Mean computed weighted mean Tj0 duration of motion j
squared error

NL-ESDOF
Nonlinear equivalent

TL Long-period transition period
single-degree-of-freedom system

NLRHA nonlinear response time history analysis T∗n
Vibration period of NL-ESDOF
of mode n

SDOF Single-degree-of-freedom system ˆujn
The maximum displacement of
NL-ESDOF of mode n under motion j

u Displacement vector of floor ujn(tk)
Displacement of NL-ESDOF of mode n
under motion j at time tk

an(t)
Normalized top displacement

urn Roof displacement of mode n
time history of mode n

dij
Benchmark demands ith story for

Vbn The base shear force of mode n
motion set j

dij
M

Seismic demands at ith story calculated
αi Modal mass coefficient of mode iusing IGMs from selection method M for

motion set j

Dn Peak displacement of mode n β j
Maximum modal combination factor
of motion j

dn Displacement of ESDOFs of mode
n

β jk
Maximum modal combination factor
of motion j at time tk

Dn(t)
Top displacement time history of the

Γn
the modal participating factor

mode n of mode n

dny Yield displacement of ESDOFs of mode n δ
ij
M

The relative difference between the
benchmark demands of motion set j and
demands computed using IGMs from
selection method M at the ith story

Fsn Restoring force of ESDOFs of mode n φn Mode shape of mode n
Fsny Yield force of ESDOFs of mode n φrn Mode shape value at the roof of mode n
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Figure A1. Elevation and plan views of wall structures. 

  

Figure A1. Elevation and plan views of wall structures.
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Figure A2. Section views of wall structures. 

  

Figure A2. Section views of wall structures.
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Table A1. Details of IGMs of motion sets 1 and 2.

Record ID
Motion Set 1 Motion Set 2

Scale
Factor RSN No. Component

(deg)
Scale
Factor RSN No. Component

(deg)

1 4.764 RSN762 0 4.106 RSN15 21
2 4.582 RSN769 0 3.828 RSN289 0
3 2.303 RSN787 270 4.319 RSN735 0
4 3.548 RSN827 0 3.975 RSN755 195
5 4.805 RSN1261 E 4.168 RSN827 0
6 4.790 RSN1263 E 4.620 RSN1005 90
7 4.415 RSN1277 E 3.888 RSN1282 E
8 4.663 RSN127 E 4.179 RSN1297 N
9 4.332 RSN1300 N 3.610 RSN1471 E

10 2.098 RSN1484 E 2.247 RSN1541 E
11 2.348 RSN1500 E 2.619 RSN1762 90
12 4.396 RSN1522 E 4.536 RSN1794 90
13 2.326 RSN1762 90 1.404 RSN3748 270
14 3.832 RSN1794 90 2.127 RSN3750 270
15 1.133 RSN3748 70 3.357 RSN3751 270
16 3.021 RSN3751 270 4.136 RSN3757 90
17 3.642 RSN3757 90 2.624 RSN4865 NS
18 4.190 RSN4844 NS 4.146 RSN4872 NS
19 3.803 RSN4872 NS 2.729 RSN5778 NS
20 3.756 RSN6980 E 2.862 RSN5806 NS
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Table A2. Details of IGMs of motion sets 3 and 4.

Record ID
Motion Set 3 Motion Set 4

Scale
Factor RSN No. Component

(deg)
Scale
Factor RSN No. Component

(deg)

1 4.572 RSN28 0 3.666 RSN796 0
2 3.839 RSN736 137 3.656 RSN827 0
3 3.266 RSN827 0 3.281 RSN832 0
4 3.544 RSN838 0 3.976 RSN1019 0
5 3.552 RSN1019 0 3.009 RSN1083 170
6 4.657 RSN1029 0 4.225 RSN1166 180
7 3.774 RSN1166 180 3.127 RSN1208 E
8 3.615 RSN1277 E 4.047 RSN1277 E
9 4.153 RSN1293 N 4.080 RSN1280 E

10 4.606 RSN1346 N 4.649 RSN1293 N
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Table A2. Cont.

Record ID
Motion Set 3 Motion Set 4

Scale
Factor RSN No. Component

(deg)
Scale
Factor RSN No. Component

(deg)

11 4.136 RSN1349 N 4.629 RSN1349 N
12 4.613 RSN1436 E 3.281 RSN1471 E
13 3.340 RSN1488 E 3.738 RSN1488 E
14 2.997 RSN1548 E 3.178 RSN1794 90
15 2.964 RSN3757 90 3.318 RSN3757 90
16 3.370 RSN4844 NS 3.772 RSN4844 NS
17 3.741 RSN4892 NS 4.187 RSN4892 NS
18 4.702 RSN5681 NS 3.154 RSN5284 NS
19 3.061 RSN6948 E 3.426 RSN6948 E
20 3.277 RSN6949 W 3.085 RSN6980 E
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Table A3. Details of IGMs of motion sets 5 and 6.

Record ID
Motion Set 5 Motion Set 6

Scale
Factor RSN No. Component

(deg)
Scale
Factor RSN No. Component

(deg)

1 3.2018 RSN731 0 3.7418 RSN731 0
2 2.9568 RSN832 0 3.7123 RSN736 137
3 3.4254 RSN838 0 4.8197 RSN812 0
4 3.9506 RSN1261 E 3.4185 RSN827 0
5 3.5022 RSN1277 E 3.4556 RSN832 0
6 4.7352 RSN1279 E 3.0436 RSN1208 E
7 4.5283 RSN1285 E 4.617 RSN1261 E
8 4.6728 RSN1335 E 4.093 RSN1277 E
9 4.0228 RSN1339 E 4.7014 RSN1339 E

10 4.3041 RSN1436 E 4.8635 RSN1431 E
11 4.5664 RSN1470 E 4.2951 RSN1466 E
12 3.3515 RSN1475 E 3.0868 RSN1471 E
13 2.9285 RSN3757 90 4.3791 RSN1522 E
14 4.796 RSN3994 90 3.4225 RSN3757 90
15 3.3816 RSN4844 NS 3.952 RSN4844 NS
16 2.9919 RSN4872 NS 3.4966 RSN4872 NS
17 3.065 RSN5284 NS 3.582 RSN5284 NS
18 4.4291 RSN5681 NS 3.8479 RSN5776 NS
19 4.4052 RSN5796 NS 3.7347 RSN6901 W
20 3.1957 RSN6901 W 3.3329 RSN6980 E
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Table A4. Details of IGMs of motion sets 7 and 8.

Record ID
Motion Set 7 Motion Set 8

Scale
Factor RSN No. Component

(deg)
Scale
Factor RSN No. Component

(deg)

1 3.233 RSN731 0 4.0338 RSN731 0
2 3.4122 RSN812 0 4.2574 RSN812 0
3 4.8609 RSN1232 E 3.2824 RSN827 0
4 3.9131 RSN1261 E 3.6365 RSN832 0
5 3.2159 RSN1263 E 3.1732 RSN1208 E
6 4.0754 RSN1285 E 4.0125 RSN1263 E
7 3.7487 RSN1339 E 4.6773 RSN1339 E
8 4.3745 RSN1358 E 3.9016 RSN1464 E
9 4.6811 RSN1436 E 3.9419 RSN1465 E

10 3.1593 RSN1465 E 3.3486 RSN1467 E
11 3.2727 RSN1469 E 4.0834 RSN1469 E
12 3.9213 RSN1470 E 4.1845 RSN1473 E
13 3.3015 RSN1522 E 4.1193 RSN1522 E
14 4.1946 RSN1575 E 3.682 RSN1523 E
15 4.2539 RSN1588 N 3.8839 RSN1525 E
16 4.1117 RSN3994 90 2.9612 RSN3747 270
17 3.1024 RSN4882 NS 3.2803 RSN4848 NS
18 3.8213 RSN5472 NS 3.8709 RSN4882 NS
19 4.228 RSN5681 NS 4.7679 RSN5472 NS
20 4.1963 RSN5804 NS 4.7607 RSN5783 NS
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